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ABSTRACT 

This paper considers a queueing sys
tem consisting of an M/G/l queue with N 
non preemptive priorities where, after a 
service completion, several new tasks can 
be queued again with the same or differ
ent priority (multiple feedback). 

Some performance measures of this mo
del are studied. The results include for
mulae ~or the response time distribution 
of any particular sequence of tasks and 
for some stationary queue length distri
butions. These distributions turn out to 
have a product form. These results enable 
us to estimate the behavior of the actual 
processor systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Actual distributed systems (telecom
munication systems, computer centers and 
networks, local area networks, etc) can 
generally be characterized as consisting 
of a set of both hardware resources and 
processors and a set of tasks, jobs, or 
messages competing for and accessing 
those resources. For many types of sys
tems the key resources are the proces
sors: within a processor, task requests 
appear in sequences. Each sequence is de
fined by the number and arrangement of 
tasks, and the priority and processing 
time of each task. Because there are mul
tiple tasks competing for the processor
it is therefore natural to represent the 
processor by a queue model. The purpose 
of the model is to predict the performan
ce by estimating characteristics of the 
processor occupancy, the queue length and 
the queueing delays. Analytic performance 
models are queue models for which these 
characteristics may be found analytically. 

Regarding the structure and behavior 
of these processors, we consider a sinqle 
server queue with N non preemptive prior
ities, FCFS discipline and multiple feed
back (after a service completion, several 
tasks can be queued again with the same 
or different priority). For each priori
ty, the external arrival process obeys a 
Poisson law but the service times are 
governed by a general distribution. We 
think the above queue model provides in
sight into, the key parameters affecting 
the system performance, with sufficient 
realism. 

On the other hand, from a customer's 
point of view possibly the most important 
performance measure is the response time, 
defined as the time spent by a particular 
sequence of tasks from its arrival to its 
service completion. Clearly, response 
time expectations are important in pro
jecting distributed systems, and a typi
cal request of Administrations (as it is 
reflected in the CCITT recommendations) 
is that at least 95% of all executed jobs 
do not exceed a given value of time in 
travelling through the system: this is a 
question about the distribution of re
sponse time. 

During the last years, analytic per
formance modeling has been an extremely 
useful tool and an important effort has 
been made in looking for analytical solu
tions for the distribution of response 
time in several queueing models (see e.g. 
/1/ to /4/), but the results obtained are 
quite limited in that they determine the 
response time distribution of a particu
lar sequence in complex actual proces
sors. 

In this paper we obtain an exact so
lution for the Laplace-Stieltjes trans
form (LST) of the response time distribu
tion for a particular sequence, with any 
number of tasks processed in any priority 
in which the processing times are random 
variables distributed according to dif
ferent general laws in the described 
queueing model. Furthermore, this exact 
solution for LST of the response time 
distribution has a simple product-form 
expression which can be easily inverted 
by numerical methods. 

In Section 2 we give a more detailed 
description of the model, and we study 
the stationary conditions and carried 
traffics in Section 3. In Section 4 we 
define the "engaged time", an important 
stochastic process in queueing systems: 
this process allows us to derive, in Sec
tion 5, the generating functions (GF) of 
the queue length distributions at depar
ture, output and random instants and, in 
Section 7, the LST of response time dis
tribution for any particular sequence. In 
Section 6, we deal w.ith an extension of 
the "Arrival Theorem". Finally_ in Sec
tion 8, the numerical results for re
sponse time distribution are compared 
with those obtained from an actual pro
cessor simulation. 
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Consider a single server queue with N 
non preemptive priorities and mUltiple 
interqueue feedback. Tasks arrive to each 
priority class according to a Poisson 
stream with mean rate Di(i=l,.,N). The 

service times of the i-th class are iden
tically and independently distributed 
random variables with a distribution 
function Si(t) whose average value is hi. 

The assumptions of the priority dis
cipline are: a) a task of the i-th class, 
if present, is always taken for service 
prior to a task of the j-th class, if i<j 
and b) the service of any task is contin
ued to completion and it cannot be pre
empted by the arrival of a task with low
er priority index. 

Within each priority class, the ser
vice discipline is the well-known first 
come-first served (PCPS) discipline. 

The feedback assumptions are: after 
being served an i-th class task, immedi
ately m=(ml,.,m ) tasks are generated and 

N .) 
queued with probability fl (m) at the 
first,.,N-th priority, respectively. The 
probability that an i-th class task 

leaves the system is fi)(o). These events 
are independent of any other event in
volved. 

3. CARRIED TRAFFIC AND STATIONARY 
CONDITIONS 

Before presenting the main results of 
the model, we study the carried traffic 
for each priority, the total carried 
traffic and the system stationary condi
tions. 

We introduce the vector and matrix 
* * * notations: D=(Dl,·,DN), I) =(D 1,·,D N)' 

n=(n .. ) for (Lj=l,. ,N), where n i ). is the 
1) 

mean number of immediately generated 
tasks to the j-th queue by a task from 

* the i-th queue, and D i can be interpret-

ed as the relative arrival rate to the i
th priority class (including feedbacks). 
with these considerations, the following 
equation can be written: 

* * I) =1)+1) n (1 ) 

If I is the NxN unit matrix: 

* -1 I) =I)(I-n) (2 ) 

The carried traffic by the i-th pri
* ority class, Pi' is given by: 

* * P i =D ihi (3 ) 

and therefore the total carried traffic, 
* p , is the sum of the above traffics. 

Let a ij be the element of i-th row 

and j-th column of the matrix (I-n)-l, 
which can be interpreted as the average 
number of tasks generated (after all pos
sible feedbacks) from a fresh task in 

i-th priority to the j-th priority. 
The stationary conditions are: 
1) a ii ~l i=l,.,N ) 
2) a .. ~O i,j=l,.,N; i:f:j 

1) 

* 3) P <1 

(4 ) 

Evidently, the values n .. can be ob-
1) 

tained from the GP p i )(6) 6=(B
l

,.,B
N

) of 

fi) (m), in the usual way. 

4. ENGAGED-TIME PROCESS 

In this section, the "engaged-time" 
process will be studied. This important 
stochastic process in queueing system was 
introduced in /3/, and it will be used to 
study the stationary queue length proba
bilities and response time distribution. 

We define: 
The -engaged time in j-th priority 

due to an i-th priority task" is the pe
riod of time which begins when an i-th 
priority task starts its service and ends 
when the server is free, or it initiates 
service of a k-th priority task (k>j). 

Let .. B(nj+1;t) be the density func-
1, ) 

tion for the engaged time in j-th priori
ty due to an i-th priority task during 

which n j +1= (nj+l,.,nN) new tasks (either 

due to the Poissonian or the feedback 
processes) have been generated at the (j+ 
l)-th,.,N-th priority. 

Then, following the same reasoning as 
in /3/, it is obtained 

'+1 ~ 
.. B(nJ ;t)= L-
1,) Vs(o) 

j 
IT( 
k=l 

L 
V's(k) 

t .) 
J al (s(o) iX )dx 

o 0 o 

for Lx =t 
k k 

(5 ) 

*m ) 
h o,k() were k . B . ; . , ) 

iterated convolution 

denotes the mo,k-th 

of k . B ( • ; .) wi th , ) 
itself, s(o) is a N-tuple whose n-th com
ponent is mo,n and s(v), l~v~j is an (N-

j)-tuple whose n-th component is m '+. 
V,) n 

All elements m are integer values (o~ v,u 
mv,u) which verify the condition: 

L m I =n for j <u<N, o<v' <j. v' v ,u u - --

ai)(m;x) is the density function fo~ the 
duration of a service of i-th priority in 
which m=(ml,.,mN) tasks are offered to 

first,.,N-th priority either due to the 
Poissonian process or the feedback gener
ated after completion of that service. 

-i) 
The GF and LST A (6;s), where.6=(B

1
, 

.. BN), can be deduced given that a 1 )(m;x) 
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is the convolution of two independent 
processes: the feedback process at the 
end of the service of i-th priority and 
the Poisson process during the duration 
of that service. If S. (s) is the LST of 

1 • ) 

Si(t) with Re(s)~o, then Al (SiS) is 

given by: 

Ai)(SiS)=Fi)(S)Si(s*) : IBjl~l (6) 

where 
vector 

* T s =s+(e-S)g, and e is the N row 

The 

in which all components are 1. 
- '+1 GF and LST .. B(S) is), with 

1,) 

'+1 Re(s)~o and S) =(Bj+l,.,BN), is: 

- j+l. _-i) - j+l. .. B(S ,s)-A (1 .B(S ,s), .•. , 
1,) ,) 

- j+l j+l .. B(S is),S is) (7) 
),) 

these engaged times are obtained as: 
* for i~j ; the j roots with the small

est absolute value of the above sys
tem of equations, and 

* for j<i~N i they are calculated sub
stituting the above roots in (7). 

5. STATIONARY QUEUE LENGTH PROBABILITIES 

The key is the stationary queue 
length probabilities at departure points 
(points in which the service of a task 
and the feedback mechanism are just fin
ished). These probabilities can be ob
tained because a discrete time imbedded 
Markov chain is generated if the queue 
process is observed only at those points. 

Once these probabilities have been 
evaluated. it is possible to obtain the 
stationary joint queue length probabili
ties at a random and output instants. 

To characterize these stationary 
probabilities, we follow the same tech
nique given in /5/. 

5.1 AT DEPARTURE POINTS 

Consider the instants 

the departure points defined 
( Q) n = ( Q 1 ' . , Q N ) n ( n =0 , 1 , • ) 

t=to,t l ,. as 

above. Let 
denote the 

number of tasks in the first,.,N-th pri-
ority at instant t. . 

Let q(m) be the stationary probabili
ty associated with the queue length at to 

,t l ·· instants. being m=(ml,·,mN)i m1 ,., 

mN~o. 

q(m)=lim P[(Q)n=m] ( 8 ) 
n-oo 

with the present assumptions, the 
process [(Q)n]n~o is a Markov chain. If 
q(m) exists, the following equations must 
be verified: 

q(m)=q(o) 

+ L 
l~i~N 

E q(m)=l 
V'm 

i) I q(s.)a (r. iO) 
Vs. 1 1 

1 

(9 ) 

where si=(o,.,ki,.,kN) and ri=(ml,.,m i _ l , 

k'i,.,k'N)' and ki+k'i=mi+l with l~ki~mi+ 

1 and kv+k'v=mv with o~kv~mv (i<v~N) (10) 
and: 

IJ = egT (11) 

Let Q(S) be the GF of q(m), then from 
(9), we deduce: 

q-(S) is a N row vector whose i-th ele
ment is Q(Si)-Q(Si+l)' where (Sj)=(O,.,B j 
,. ,BN ) with (SI) =(6) and (SN+l ):::(0) i 

[a(s)]T is a column vector whose i-th 

component is 1- Xi )(6;0)/B. and [b(S)]T 
1 

is a column vector whose i-th component 

is pJ) (S,o)-I. 
- j+l . Substituting B. by .. B(S ;0) (1=1, 

1 1,) 

.,j) in (12) for j=l,.,N-l, a system of 
N-l equations is obtained. From this sys
tem and the formula (12) the following 
matricial expression is derived: 

[q-(S)]T=Q(o) [B
T

(S)]-lB(S)gT/IJ (13) 

where BT(S) is a NxN triangular matrix 

defined by: 

(BT (S) ). . =0 for i > j 
1,) 

- i (BT(S» .. =1- .. IB(6 io)/B. for l<i~j 
1,) ),1- ) 

(BT{S»l .=1-. B{SiO)/B.::: 
,) ),0 ) 

=l-Aj){SiO)/B. (14) 
) 

and B{S) is a NxN matrix defined by: 

- i (B{S» .. = .. IB{S io)-l for i>l 
1,) ),1-

{ B ( S) ) 1 . = . B ( S i 0 ) -1 =A j ) (6; 0 ) -1 (15 ) 
,) ),0 

From (12), we finally obtain the GF 
of the queue lenght probabilities, 0(6), 
at departure points. 

Q(6)=0{0)e[I+[B
T

{6)]-lB{S)]gT/IJ (16) 

Q{o) can be obtained taking into account 
that Q(e)=l, then: 

Q{o)=IJ/lim e[I+[BT{S)]-lB(S)]gT 
(6)~(e) (17) 

As can be seen, equation (16) is a 
matrix product formula. 

5.2 AT RANDOM INSTANTS 

A fundamental function to evaluate 
the response time distribution of any pa~ 
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ticular linear sequenc~ is the joint mix

ed distribution function Ri)(n;x) that at 
a random instant, an i-th priority task 
is in service, there are n=(nl,.,nN) task 

in first,.,N-th priority (not including 
the task in service) respectively, and 
the time needed to finish the current 
service is less than or equal to x. 

To obtain this distribution, we first 
evaluate the joint mixed distribution 
that at instant t between two departure 
points, the server ts busy with a task of 
i-th priority, the length of current ser
vice time is less than o r equal to t', 
the time needed to comp lete this service 
is less than or equal to y, and the num
ber of tasks present in first,.,N-th pri
ority (not including the task in ser
vice), is ~=(ml , .,mN). 

Let p 1 )(m;t' ,y;t) be this distribu

tion function and let pi)(m:t' ,y: t) de
note a function such as: 

.) t' y.) 
pi (m;t' ,y;t)= I dxJ pi (m;x.z:t)dz 

o 0 (18) 

Following the sa me methodology as in 
/5/ and using the queue length probabili
ties q(m) at departure points, we obtain: 

pi)(m:t' ,y;t)=Q(o)o.e-Q(t-t'+y) 
1 

dS
i 
(t' ) 

n(m;t'-y)--~----

dt' 
for o~y~t'<t+y: tLO (19 ) 

where n(m;x) is the probability of m=(m l , 

. ,mN) arrivals to first,.,N-th priority 

during the time interval x gi ven by the 
Poisson law. 

pi)(m:t',Yit)= 1: 
\" si 

dS i (t' ) q(s. )n(r. ;t)-=----
1 1 dt' 

for t'=t+y: y~o: t~o (20) 
with conditions defined in 10). 

Otherwise: 

pi) (m: t ' , Y ; t ) =0 (21 ) 

The probability that a time t the 
system is empty Po(t), is given by: 

P (t) =q ( 0 ) e -rJ t ( 22 ) 
o 

-i) . Let P (6;w 1 ,s;w 2 ) be the GF in m and 

LST in t', Y and t; with 6=( 3 1 - .,3N), and 

13il~1: Re(wl),Re(s),Re(w2)~0. 
It follows from (19), (20), and (21): 

-i) - T _ 
P (6:w1,siw2)=[Si(w1+w2+(e-6)0 )-S. (s+ 

~ 

The N above equations can be written 
as the following matrix expression: 

T [p(6;W l ,s;w 2 )] =Q(0)0(w l ,w 2 :Sis) [1/(0+ 

-1 T T w2 )+[C(6)] B(S)/O]O /(s-w 2-(e-S)0 ) 

(24) 

where 0(w l ,W 2 i S:s) is a NxN diagonal ma

trix whose i-th diagonal element is S. (w 1 T _ 1 

+w 2+(e-S)g )-Si(s+w l ) and C(S) is a NxN 

triangular matrix def ined by (C (6) ). . =0 
1, ) 

- i for i>j and (C(S» .. =3.- .. IB(S :0) for 
i~j. 1,) ) ),1-

Now, we are interested in the sta

tionary joint probability Ri)(n:x) previ
ously defined. Applying the key renewal 
theorem /6/, this probability is given 
by: 

. ) x 00 00· ) 
Ri (n;x)=l/L! dyj dt'j pi (n:t' ,y;t)dt 

o 0 0 (25) 

where L is the average time between two 
successive departures (mean recurrence 
time) of the Markov renewal process in 
stationary state. 

Thus, the GF and LST of Ri)(n;x) is: 

-i) -i) 
R (6:s)=P (6:0,s;0)/L (26 ) 

Taking into account the value pi)(6: 
W1 ,SiW 2 ) the following matrix expression 

is obtained: 

[r(6;s)]T=P
O

O' (6;s) [C(S)]-1 E(6)gT/ 

(s-(e-6)oT) (27) 

where [r(s:s)]T is a column vector whose 

i-th component is Ri )(6:S), 0'(6;s)=0(0,0 
:S;s) and E(6) is a NxN matrix defined by 

.. IB(Si:O)-l for i>j and 3.-1 for i~j. 
) ,1- ) 

This GF plays an important role in 
the evaluation of response time or delays 
because it represents the queue state 
from the viewpoints of the system and the 
external Poissonian arriving processes. 

Po is obtained applying the key 

renewal theorem to (22): 

PO=Q(O)/(LO) 

otherwise. Po can also be given by: 

* Po =1- P 

(28) 

(29 ) 

The GF P(6) for the stationary queue 
length distribution for the number of 
tasks of each priority (either waiting or 
being served) in the system at a random 
instant, P(m), can be obtained as: 

(30) 
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5.3 AT OUTPUT INSTANTS 

The "output instant" is defined as 
the instant in which the service of a 
task has just finished and the feedback 
has not been initiated. 

Let r(m) be the stationary joint 
probability of having m=(m l , •. mN) tasks 

of the first,.,N-th priority respective
ly, at output instants. Then: 

co 
r(m)=Q(o) Z J n(m:x)dS.(x)O·/O+ 

l~j~N 0 ]] 

+ L L. q (s. ) J~ (r. : x) dS . (x) (31 ) 
1 < i <N Vs. 1 0 1 1 

- - 1 

with conditions defined in (10). 
The GF for the stationary joint queue 

length, R(6), at these points with lB. I~l 
is ] 

where s(6) is a N row vector whose i-th 
. - T element is Si«e-6)~ ). 

As can be seen, R(6) is also a matrix 
product formula. 

6. QUEUE LENGTH PROPERTY 

It is known that in the M/G/l the 
stationary queue length probabilities at 
random, departure and output instants are 
the same (see. e.g. /7/). 

In /5/ we extend this property for 
the probabilities of the total number of 
tasks in the system at random and output 
instants in the following cases: 
a) M/G/l queue with Bernoulli feedback. 
b) M/G/l queue with two non preemptive 

priorities in which no more than a 
task is queued again after a service 
completion and the probability that a 
task leaves the system is the same in
dependently of the priority in which 
was processed. 
After some lengthly mathematically 

treatment which we omit for reasons of 
conciseness, we have obtained the follow
ing result: 

-In an M/G/l queue with N non pre
emptive priorities and single feedback 
(no more than one task is queued again 

after a service completion) and fi)(o)=OL 
(i=l,.,N), independently of service pri
ority, the stationary queue length dis
tribution for the total number of tasks 
in the system at random and output in
stants are equal-. 

This is a natural extension of result 
obtained by us in /5/. 

7. RESPONSE TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR SEQUENCE 
Assume that a particular sequence 

arrives to the system at a random instant 
x and requires k services. The length of 
those services are independent random 
variables with distributions functions 
Hl(t),.,Hk(t) and will be processed in 

priorities il,.,i k respectively. Denote 

by Z the time needed by this sequence to 
leave the system. Let M=(Ml,.,MN) be the 

number of customer in the first,.,N-th 
priority respectively, immediately before 
the time Z+x (not including the particu
lar requisition). Let us define the sta
tionary distribution: 

(33 ) 

where i k =( i l ,., i k ):. Hk=(H l ,. ,H k ) and n= 

(n 1 ' • , nN ). Then: 

x i k ~ J d U ( i k -1 : s ( 0 ) ; Hk -1 ; x 0 ) IT ( L-
o j=l Vs(j) 

x *m . ) 

1 . i -1 B 0,] (s( j) ;x. )dx.) I-
o ], k ] ] Vs (i + 1 ) 

k 

x 
~ n(S(ik+l):xik+l)dHk(Xik+l) 

for '1\ x =x : o<u<ik+l L u - - (34 ) 
u 

where s(v), v=o,ik+l, is an N-tuple whose 

j-th component is mv,j and s(v), l~v s ik' 

is an (N-ik+l)-tuple whose j-th component 

is m '+' l' All elements m are inte-v.] l k - v,u 

ger values (o~mv,u) which verify the 

following conditions: 

Lm . =n. (l<v<ik+l); Lm =n for 
v V,l k lk - - v V.u u 

ik<u~N, o~v~ik+l and mik+l,j=n j , l~j<ik' 

Let ff(i k :6:Hk :S) be the LST in t and 

GF . in n of above stationary probability, 
with 6=(B l .• ,BN): IBll . • ,IBNI~l: Re(s)~O 

and Hk(S) the LST of the particular ser

vice requisition distributed according 
with Hk(t). 

It can be easily seen from (34) that: 

where b k is a.N-tuple whose j-h component 
_ 1k 

is .. lB(6 ;s) for l~j~ik and 5]. for 
],l.k-

ik<j~N. 

Formula (35) is a recurrence relation 
which is characterized when U(i l :6;Hl ;S) 
is known. 

t N 
U(il;n:Hl:t)=j [PodHl(x)n(n:x)+ ~ 

o p=l 
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i 1 x *r , ) 
n ( L 1 " 1B ) (s(j);x,)dx,) 
j =1 Vs (j) 0 ),1 1- ) ) 

for ~ xu= x; 05u~i1+1 (36) 
u 

where s(v). v=-1,0,i 1+1 is an N-tuple 

whose j-th component is m ,and s(v), l~ 
v - ) 

v~i1 is an (N-i 1+1)-tuple whose j-th 

component is m '+' l' All elements m 
V,) 1

1
- v,u 

are integer values (05mv,u) which verify 

the following conditions: 

rn , +1 ,=n, for 1~j<i1 and 
11 ,) ) 

L m ,=n, 
v v,1 1 11 

(0~v~i1+1); Lmv u=nu (-1~v~i1+1:il<u~N>' 
v ' 

DP)(S(O);x) is the probability that 
o 

m ' (j=l,. ,N) tasks appear at j-th pri-
0,) 

ority during the time interval xo ' even 

due to the fresh arrival process or the 
feedback produced by an p-th priority 
tasks. Its expression is: 

DP ) ( s ( 0 ) ~ x ) = ( n. ( . ; x ) * f p ) ) ( s ( 0 ) ) ( 3 7 ) 
o 0 

where * means convolution of the dotted 

variables of n.(.:xo ) with f P )(.). 

We define r, as m 1 ,+m ,for 1~j<i1 
) -,) 0,) 

and r, =rn 1 ' 11 - ,1 1 . 

Taking LST and GF in (36), it is 
obtained 

where b l
• is an N row vector whose j-th 
11 _ i1 

component is " 1B(S s) for 1~j<i1 
) 1 1 -

and 8 j for i1~j~N: b i is a vector with 
1 

the same components as b l
• except the 
11 . 

, _ 1} 
il-th component whose IS, , 1B(6 :S): 

1
1

- 1
1

-

** T s =s+(e-b'. )1) , and f(b'. ) is a row 
11 1}, 

vector whose j-th component is F)(b'. ). 
11 

With these results, if V(i;t), i=(i
l

, 

. ,i k ) is the distribution function of the 

response time for the particular sequence. 
Its LST is: 

k-l 
V (i: s) = n Hk (s * ) [P +f (Sk) . 1 (s) ) 

n=o -n n 0 1 1-

k) ** T [r(S . (s):s k)]] (39) 
11 

where: s* =s+(e-Sn)(s»I)T: being sn)(s)= 
n 

n) n) ,n) 
(8 1 (s),.,8 N(s», wIth B. i (s) defined 

through the following recurrence expres
sion: 

n) - n-l) 
8 )'(s)=)' i _lB(B i (s),., 

, k-n+1 k-n+1 
n-1) 

8 N(S)i S ) if j~ik-n+1 

n) ( ) n-1 ( ) l' f '>' 8 ,s =8 ,s J 1k +1 )) -n 

for 15n~k. where = B
O

) j(s)=l: j =l,.,N (40) 

and: sk). _1(s) is a N row vector whose 
11 

j-th component is 8 k ) j(s) if 1~j<i1 and 

8 k - 1 ) ,(s) if i
l

<)' <N and sk). has the 
) - - 1 

k) 1 
same components as S i -1 except the 

1 

i
1
-th component whose is 8 k ), (s), and: 

11 
** k) T 

s k=s+(e-S i -1)1) 
1 

(41 ) 

As can be seen, the LST for the re
sponse time distribution of any type of 
linear sequence with k tasks in an M/G/1 
queue, with any number of non-preemptive 
priorities and mUltiple feedback laws, is 
a product of k+l LST, k of them defined 
by the distributions of the services to 
be performed by each particular task of 
the sequence. 

This result can be considered as an 
exten~ion of two previous results: 
a) LST for the response time distribution 

for a sequence with k different ser
vice requisitions in an M/G/l queue 
with Bernoulli feedback. 

b) LST for the response time distribution 
for a sequence with k different ser
vice requisitions in an M/G/1 queue 
with two non-preemptive priorities and 
mUltiple feedback (see /4/). 

Both results have also a product for
mula. 

8. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

In order to give an analytical tool 
for system engineering groups which are 
interested in finding delay values in ac
tual processor systems, we first study an 
example. 

Let us consider a processor with two 
non preemptive priorities, to which there 
arrive ten types of sequences with dif
ferent arrival rate. Each sequence is de
fined by the number or tasks (from 1 to 
18) and the number of branches (from 1 to 
4). The processing time of each task is 
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constant and different from any other 
task. This processor was modeled for cal
culating the queue parameters defined in 
Section 2 with the following criteria: 

the carried traffic for each priority, 
the carried traffic for i-th to j-th 
priority, the total carried traffic: 
the first and second moments of the 
service time in each priority: and 
the maximum number of tasks due to 
feedback in each priority 

are equal in the model and the processor. 
The sequence studied is constituted 

by three tasks processed in 1, 2, and 2 
priorities with processing times: 0.225 
msec., 3.34 msec.· and 3.868 msec., re
spectively. 

To obtain numerical results for the 
response time distribution in the theo
retical model and in the actual system, 
two computer programs (numerical and sim
ulation) were written. 

Due to the fact that the theoretical 
results are expressed in terms of LST,and 
these are given in function of the GF and 
LST of the "engaged time" which are the 
roots of the systems of equation given in 
(7), two main numerical problems arise: 
inversion of LST and calculation of zeros 
of complex system of equations. For the 
first problem, we use the Gaussian qua
drature formula developed by Piessens for 
the Bromwich integral /8/ and the zeros 
were computed with the desired precision 
using Newton's method. The matrix inver
sion of (27) was made by the diagonaliza
tion method. The total accuracy obtained 
was at least of four significant digits. 

The simulation program was written 
using the regenerative technique /9/ at a 
90% confidence interval. 
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-;:; 
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- numerical results 

. 7 

50 150 100 200 
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Fig. 1 Waiting Time Distribution 

Figure 1 shows a comparison between 
simulation and numerical results for the 
waiting time distribution (without the 
service time) of the particular sequence 
described above, when the total carried 

traffic by the system is 0.75 erlangs. 
The agreement is in general good: there 
are a few discrepancies at lower proba
bilities but in specification range the 

"numerical values obtained from the model 
are within the confidence intervals. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper deals with the response 
time distribution in an M/G/l queue with 
N non-preemptive priorities and mUltiple 
feedback. The main results can be summa
rized as follows 

We have obtained the generating func
tions for the stationary joint queue 
length probabilities at departure, out
put and random instants. 
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform for 
the distribution of the time needed to 
perform a sequence with any particular 
services has been found. 
It is important to notice the above 

results have matrix and product form, in 
spite of the dependence that exists in 
the model studied in the paper. 

A computer program has been written 
to compute the formulae obtained and the 
results were compared with those from a 
simulation. Good agreement was obtained 
and therefore it can be deduced that the 
model studied in this paper represents in 
a satisfactory way the characteristics 
(non Poissonian input of tasks, non-pre
emptive priorities, different service 
time, etc) of an actual processor system. 
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